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The firsT sTep in creaTing 
a susTainable fuTure
is To imagine iT.  

hoT spoTs has initiated an international student poster 
exchange amongst international college students. This  
exchange is an opportunity for students to participate in an 
international dialogue on the social, political, economic, and 
environmental ramifications of the impending 21st century  
transition from fossil fuels to more sustainable forms of 
clean energy. 

The value of this project is to highlight the different thought 
processes that are born of the experiences and backgrounds 
of students from varying parts of the world. The platform 
from which these thoughts arise is unique to each place and 
situation despite the fact that the principles and facts that 
underly the discourse are the same (i.e. the inevitable end  
of oil).

The conversation that is the result of the exchange is made 
more valuable in that it allows complex developed visual 
ideas to be traded in a tangible way but at the speed of 
virtual communication. posters will be simultaneously 
displayed in galleries and online in an ever expanding web 
of participation.
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Wolfgang gebhard
professor and educaTional parTner for hoT spoTs 

a possible answer: 

after oil? sun! après le pétrole? soleil!

nach dem Öl? sonne!

solar power – almost endless,

co2-emission zero ...

Wolfgang gebhard
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“WhaT comes afTer oil?”  

The answer to this question depends on your outlook 

towards the future, whether you’re optimistic or 

pessimistic. in my posters i am being realistic. When we 

first run out of oil it is going to be chaotic because our 

main resource for energy has vanished. but later on we’ll 

realize that this not the end of the world, instead we are 

given a chance to rebuild our globe and this time we are 

going to do it the right way.

paTricia massis, american uniVersiTY in dubai



afTer oil there is a sustainable future, in which the next generation will not 

face the horrible crisis of untrue uses of the natural resources and technology. 

Today countries are undertaking and experimenting with alternatives energy 

resources for oil. This means that oil depletion could actually lead to the major 

solutions for today and future crisis.

• in rainbow era red is the color of peace; as red as the blood of people who    

   died in oil wars.

• orange is the color of future economy where the economy will move from    

   fossil fuel to hydrogen economy.

• Yellow is the color of clean energy, such as solar, wind, hydro energies’ that  

   will reduce the global warming.

• green is the color of nature that i like to see; save the environment without    

   pollution, without noise, and without traffic.

• blue is the color of sky that i want to see; without climate changes, without  

   acid rain.

• The purple in the rainbow era is the color of the social life where people and  

   countries will be more independent, and the beginning of heritage revival.

aisha Khalid baqarin, ZaYed uniVersiTY, dubai



  SAVE ME
I Will Run Out In 2050

 

a world without oil is a world without electricity, heat, 

plastic, travel, power, cars and food etc. We need oil to 

survive living on this plant and without oil the world will 

change it’s a crisis and people should be aware of this 

problem. moreover, in my poster i want to aware people 

that oil will run out in 2050 and they should do something 

about it. in addition, in my design i illustrated an arab 

man because oil is part of our identity and i wanted to 

include our identity in the poster. The drowning man is a 

metaphor and it shows us that oil needs help.

laTifa al aWadi, ZaYed uniVersiTY, dubai



 Man with a Vision

«My grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a camel, 

I drive a mercedes, my son drives a landrover, his son will 

drive a landrover, but his son will ride a camel.»

 Back to the past

The first visionary of U.A.E

“my grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a camel, i 

drive a mercedes, my son drives a land rover, his son will 

drive a land rover, but his son will ride a camel,” said 

his highness sheikh rashid bin saeed al maktoum, may 

peace be upon him.

sheikh rashid reflects his concern that dubai’s oil will 

run out in a decade or two. he was the first visionary of 

modern u.a.e. during his rule dubai grew from a small 

trading town into a major city.

asma al shamsi, ZaYed uniVersiTY, dubai



reinvent transportation
help the environment and ride a bike!

hoT spoTs: reinVenT The Wheel 

bike riding could be the answer to many of the world’s 

problems. it is far less expensive than buying, fixing, 

and fueling an automobile. When riding a bike, one is 

promoting a cleaner, beautiful world. bicycles do not 

release harmful gases in the atmosphere like cars do. 

pollution in the air we breathe would soon be eliminated. 

daily exercise, through bike riding, would provide 

humans with a chance to become healthier and disease 

free. constant fresh air would be a dominant factor in 

a healthy lifestyle. This poster was designed to create 

awareness and suggest a solution to the problems 

associated with oil.

sara coffeY, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



The theme of my poster is islam. i chose it due to the 

emanate role of religion in the emirate culture. one 

of my posters describes what will happen when oil 

ends. it shows two sides of it, the culture side and 

the spiritual side. The 1st poster is about the end of 

the world and the consequences that oil did to our 

culture. The 2nd poster is about the prayer and whom 

we should reconnect spiritually with god. religion 

and culture are closely connected. The images that 

i produced consist of a stylized approach to portray 

a young man praying, while showing the 3 positions 

of the spiritual. as profit mohamed (peace be up on 

him) said “ prayer is the pillory of islam”. i tried to 

integrate some islamic conception in the poster. in 

islam reflect purity and calmness, which are also 

essential constituent of an ablution to prayer. finally 

i chose a simple layout for the poster, because as we 

know, less is the more. 

noora mohammed al Jassim,  

ZaYed uniVersiTY, dubai

GAME OVER!

RESTART



my first poster deals with the problem of using fossil fuels and highlights its disadvantages. it encourages people 

to stop using fossil fuels by shedding the light on the negative effects of fossil fuels on the environment. my second 

poster gives solutions to the energy crises and suggests some alternatives to be used instead of oil. so, it tells 

people to be ready for change for a better future. my third poster deals with result of using alternative clean sources 

of energy, which is a better world for us and for the future generations. in other words, it encourages people to go 

green by using clean sources of energy. i used road signs for my poster because oil nowadays is mostly used in 

vehicles and therefore, to grab people’s attention and to make them aware of the bad effects of using fossil fuels.                     
 
arWa salahaldin sharafi, ZaYed uniVersiTY, dubai



based on research, universal energy, or energy from planets in our solar 
system is one thing that could have been tapped into by people in the past.

What comes after oil? This question can have an endless amount of 

answers that can range from solutions to world problems, managing 

ourselves without oil, getting back to where we started as the human 

kind, complete chaos and destruction, or the fall of man. predictions 

based on our little knowledge of the world and the universe around 

us. The question that i believe should be answered first is what came 

before oil? This is looking at the great wonders of the past, such as 

the pyramids and other structures that still leave us in awe, trying 

to comprehend how those people built such gigantic structures. They 

had done it without tapping into oil and using it as an energy source. 

They had used something much bigger than that. my poster is out 

there to get people thinking about what people of the past could  

have possibly done to accomplish constructing such monuments. 

What did they know that we do not? This means we have to get back 

to the basics by working with nature and what we have here on  

earth, then looking more closely at the universe we live in because it 

holds a lot more secrets than we think.

lama odeh, american uniVersiTY in dubai



“War is peace

freedom is slaVerY

ignorance is sTrengTh”

–george orWell, 1984.

his Visions of a feudal dYsTopia Were 76 
Years earlY.

norah aWad, american uniVersiTY in dubai



hoW do You feel noW? 

my poster is designed to have two parts. my first 

design presents positive environmental words, 

which are rearranged into an interesting type design 

that uses positive environment colors to resemble 

nature. overall, the design is intended to give 

people a sense of goodness, and a feeling of calm. 

my second design presents negative environmental 

words, which are rearranged in a type design as 

well. The type design is colored with dark colors to 

resemble the darkness of oil. overall, the design is 

intended to give people a feeling of disgust when 

reading the words. When a person reads the positive 

and negative environmental words, they will feel 

enlightened, and it will hopefully inspire them to 

choose environmentally safe ways to protect the 

earth, and reduce their dependence on oil. 

KellY dieTricK, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh
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Tribal self. 

i believe that after oil has run out, we will be forced 

to really look at ourselves and reconsider who we are, 

making us go way back to a time before oil was even 

discovered. We are going to go back to what we were like 

before oil, back to our tribal instincts. We are going to 

depend on ourselves and rebuild those characteristics 

that made tribes so strong. Their main aim was to 

survive and protect each other as well as to respect their 

land, and all of these are traits that nowadays we are 

sadly lacking. Therefore, i have focused on two things, 

the beauty of belonging to a tribe and literally translating 

that by using the beautiful body art done by tribes such 

as the maoris and aztecs. secondly, i have used the 

basics of an african tribal mask to create the 3d poster, 

however i have only used the eyes as a way to provoke the 

viewer and to emphasize on the whole concept of looking 

at ourselves and revaluating who we really are. 

Tribes survived without oil, so why can’t we?

shamsa horaiZ, american uniVersiTY in dubai
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rebirTh and 3d (lingering Words) 

What comes after oil? That is the chosen topic for our poster 

design class. every single person has a different description 

or related meaning to “what comes after oil?”.

i sat down and brainstormed many words and what i realized 

is that what comes after oil can be positive and can be 

negative as well. Two posters that represent what comes after 

oil? one i have interpreted and made use of as firstly a graph 

that represents the timeline of oil, when it was discovered 

and finished. another interpretation of my poster would be 

the words that i have used which are representations of  

the entire class on what comes after oil? i decided to put all 

the words together and show all side of what comes after oil 

to prepare the public as to what might happen. my 3d poster 

which is called lingering Words is meant to be interactive  

and eye opening, the reason for the name, every single word 

that is in the pocket of that poster shall be remembered they 

are words that will linger in your mind and shall be remembered 

as the words that represent what comes after oil.

nadWa esfandnia, american uniVersiTY in dubai



The idea behind this poster is to give the audience the 

option to cut or not to cut out the line. This idea makes 

the poster 3d and interactive. once the audience cuts 

around the line, the pumper will fall down which means 

that the globe ran out of oil.

ghada al safadi, american uniVersiTY in dubai



August 6, 1953

March 8, 2001

September 15, 2045

eVoluTion of The gas sTaTion 

This poster depicts the hopeful evolution of the gas 

station—from the past into the future. These “photos” 

give us a glimpse of what we can become, but we have 

to make that choice. We can once again make our “local 

gas stations” into centers for communal involvement by 

reclaiming what was abandoned by the oil companies 

as centers for “green” learning, such as the use of 

alternative fuels and environmentally safe products. by 

instilling a sense of the future through repurposing a gas 

station with the help of a community creates not only 

a sense of pride, but also starts the process of being 

more environmentally minded. With small projects like 

these, we can make the global impact needed to head in 

a newer, greener direction.

Joseph rosenhamer, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



oVerpoWered and scarred 

hotspots—they are scars on the face of the earth—

and are created by our fervor to advance in technology 

and creation. it is only once we stop pointing fingers 

and view the matter from another perspective that we 

realize that indeed, we are at the root of this scarring. 

our technological progression is so overpowering that it 

ends up extracting our natural resources to the extent of 

destroying them.

Therefore, we need to take the first step to understand 

that it is us behind the scars, and that every new hotspot 

discovered almost creates a blemish on the earth that is 

much more deep-seated than it seems.

aniKa marYa, american uniVersiTY in dubai



SOLD OUT
Come grab a glass of Texas Tea and give your family something to smile about

The 1950’s was the pinnacle of American society. The most 
predominant ideal in anyone’s mind at the time was how 
best to live the American dream. Resources such as oil 
were seen as renewable and were used without any 
thought of conservation for the future. Today we pay the 
price for the American dream. Through reckless overuse of 
our resources, we find ourselves in a crisis for oil that has 
led to war and struggle. As the Texas Tea runs dry, and our 
need for oil increases, it might be too late to correct a 
mistake that we have been making for countless years. 
Long live the American dream.

Long live the American dream

Long live the American dream

Texas

Tea
today

we
pay
for

reckless
overuse

Texas Tea: noT for free 

my composition was inspired by the popular american 

phrase, “Texas Tea.” i wanted to use the play-on-words 

with a “retro” feel to put a different spin on a familiar 

topic. i chose to do my piece in a 1950’s style because i 

felt that the period represented a disconnect in american 

society. at that time, we were so caught up in progress 

and an american way of thinking that conservation was 

a secondary concern. in hindsight, we see the mistakes 

we made and hopefully will learn from them. 

andrusa laWson, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



gas pump dinosaurs 

my poster is a humorous representation of fossil fuels. 

The underlying message is that fossil fuels will become 

extinct, just like the dinosaurs. since fossil fuels are the 

result of organic matter experiencing millions of years 

of heat and pressure, i wanted to show how this organic 

matter relates to the gas we use today. The colors are flat 

and faded to continue that old look, as well as the texture 

of weathered stone, to play off the fossil fuel idea.

charles Warner, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



Modern Wars Are Fought For

?

as we know oil after its appear had many advantage and 

disadvantage in the same time. for example, pollution, 

wars and many things are disadvantage of oil. my topic is 

about modern oil and the disadvantage of oil. my message 

is to make people think of how many people their cars kill 

today. i design a car to present the transportation that 

mostly used and to make them think of how their cars 

kill others.

ZaYed uniVersiTY, dubai



Small Changes Big Impact

greenyour.com + planetgreen.discovery.com + ecomall.com

Most of our daily products are oil based (petro-based).  There are two problems with this. 1. Petro- based products are bad for the environment. 2. We are 
running out of oil. We can help this situation by making small changes that can conserve oil/energy and at the same time help the health of the environment 
and ourselves. Listed are 12 examples. For more information visit the websites at the bottom.

1. Fabric Softener: Seventh Generation 2. Detergent: Seventh Generation 3. Metal Polish: Quick Shine Metal Polish 4. Liquid Soap: 
Our House Dish Liquid or Seventh Generation 5. Lotion: Aubrey Organics, or Burt’s Bees Paraben Free 6. Plastic Bag: Bring your own 
cotton bag 7. Lipstick: The Body Shop Lip Color, Burt’s Bees, or Aubrey Organics 8. Wine Bottles: Reuse old ones 9. Candles: 
Choose palm oil, beeswax, or soy based candles ex: Beepod Candles 10.Mascara: Earth’s Beauty Natural Mascara or Suki Rich
 Pigment Mascara 11. Toothbrush: Radius Source Toothbrush, or Recycling Preserve Toothbrush 12. This Poster: Recycled Paper, 
Soy based ink, and Limited Color

edavis

small changes big impacT 

based on the knowledge that we are presently running 

out of oil, we have to make a change. many people think 

this is a huge challenge, because oil is in many common 

products like lotion and fabric softener. my project seeks 

to tackle the notion of alternatives as an easy way to 

address the problem now, and to help us in the future. 

even small shifts in our behavior can conserve energy. for 

example, even for a graphic designer, the ink that we use 

to print with is petroleum-based. by simply switching to 

a soy or vegetable-based ink, we can make a big impact 

on the environment and the oil crisis. Think about the 

amount of things printed everyday; imagine what simply 

switching ink could do.

erica daVis, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



 

‘oil running dry’ is an over rated concern that can be easily overcome by the human race. Whether electricity or 

water becomes our next fuel, alternatives will always be discovered. The main issue is how human beings are 

deteriorating to a species inadequate to evolve. our recent generations are growing dependant on legacies and 

inheritances handed down to us to an extent we are losing the ability to create our own successes. That notion 

revolves around the system that has been nibbling on our iqs for centuries. no protest or strike can be made to 

stop the puppet show we’re starring. The message derived simplifies to: every conscious mortal has powerful brain 

strength that is generally underestimated and not rightfully exercised.   nWo is the time.

mohamed KoTaiT, american uniVersiTY in dubai



abandoned 

This poster displays an abandoned gas station. The people 

who once worked there probably didn’t fully understand 

why it was abandoned. so it sits there being used for 

random things like sporting events and barbeques. What 

we want to do is promote a future for this spot and others 

around the world. This place shouldn’t be abandoned; it 

should be a recreational center, or a rest stop for travelers, 

or an office building. The world is too small to abandon 

everything that doesn’t work.

marTineZ harris, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh
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Roaming Gas Pumps  is an installation 
piece using obsolete gas pumps from abandoned 
petrol stations. The installation pumps are placed 
in surprising settings to bring  an understanding 
of our carbon footprint.
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1903 roaming gas pumps  

as the future approaches, the need for and use of oil are 

under great consideration. The influence of oil has made 

an impact on the world’s environment. The concern lies 

with cleaning up the past effects of oil, preventing further 

repercussions, and discovering a more promising and 

effective way of producing energy. my poster represents 

discarded gas pumps that could be placed in surprising 

environments, such as on walking trails, in city parks, and 

on street corners. The pumps will encourage awareness 

of our carbon footprint while promoting clean and healthy 

alternative transportation. 

Julia lundgren, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh
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WhaT can You do WiTh an abandoned gas 
sTaTion? recYcle. 

as oil runs out, we will to need to recycle our products 

more and more, creating better more efficient ways to 

recycle oil-based products. not only will we need to 

recycle products made from oil, we will need to recycle 

the places that sold oil. more and more gas stations 

are being abandoned every year; these places can be 

rebuilt, refurbished and recycled into something new for 

the future. new sources of energy could arise from the 

recycling process. Trash will no longer be left to sit in 

a dump; it will be used to supply power to homes and 

businesses, even cars. better, more efficient recycling is 

the answer to “What comes after oil?”    

KYle poulin, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



reduce, reuse, recYcle 

my poster illustrates how we can take one simple daily 

item and apply the “reduce, reuse, recycle” lifestyle to 

it. it shows people how they can “go green” by changing 

one daily habit and encourages them to change other 

small habits as well. it doesn’t take one large change 

to live green; it takes many small changes. if everyone 

made just one small change, as my poster demonstrates, 

we would see results in a short amount of time. imagine 

if everyone made five small changes, or even more.

lauren Tiura, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



Using plants to give new life to abandoned 
spaces. A reminder of what was there 

before. A possibility for a greener tomorrow. 
 Lifelines

urban lifelines 

in urban areas like pittsburgh, it is hard to sustain plant 

life of any kind. To have some greenery installed in a park 

usually costs a lot of money, and it is tucked inside some 

building where hardly anyone can appreciate it. all you 

need is ivy. it can survive the poorest soil, dimmest light, 

and the strongest shade. it will live and grow and change 

and evolve, expanding to wherever is naturally possible, 

undoing the damage that mankind has instilled upon our 

natural world. part of our earth belongs to nature and it 

still has a place in our cities, homes, and workplaces. 

overall, i feel everyone could benefit from things being 

a little greener: more plants, less carbon, more oxygen, 

and more life. 

deVin TucKer, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



infiniTe energY 

my poster was created in adobe illustrator with the 

intention of answering the question, “What comes after 

oil?” The premise of the piece is that the four natural 

elements (earth, wind, water, fire) can be used together 

infinitely for energy in place of nonrenewable resources 

such as oil. i chose a natural palette to illustrate the 

need for the use of natural resources. The ease in the 

brush strokes suggests obtaining these resources while 

still being gentle on our earth.

infiniTe energY, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



Time’s up / resTarT 

in my pieces, i wanted to show the two sides i see  

as being crucial to the discussion of the energy crisis: 

1) acknowledging the gravity of the situation;  and   

2) pursuing a commitment to finding alternatives. 

both posters utilize quotations from former Vice 

president and renowned environmentalist al gore 

to drive home the message. The first poster depicts  

an oil derrick drowning itself, delivering the message 

that it is past time to consider the potential 

ramifications of our global addiction, and it’s now 

time to face the consequences. The second poster 

represents the alternative—the will to move forward 

and make permanent changes.

JusTine hand, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh

we are entering
a period of
consequences.
– al gore

we can’t change the past.
we can change the future.
what comes after oil?

the will to act is a
renewable
resource.
– al gore

we can’t change the past.
we can change the future.
what comes after oil?
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running on empTY 

This poster was designed to show the effects that 

cars and pollution have had on the earth. not only are 

our resources running out, but we are going through 

a damaging climate change. so, now we are racing to 

fix the problems we’ve caused ourselves. but the truth 

is that we need to act now to stop polluting the earth 

because time is running on empty.

KrYsTYn Keirn, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh
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The fuTure is hYdrogen 

my poster is about the change from oil to a renewable and 

clean way to power vehicles. making big changes such as 

this can have it’s ups and downs, like a roller coaster. 

in the poster you will see the cars going through that 

process. now that oil is no longer going to be considered 

a resource, we can replace it with a better alternative 

that is better for humans and the environment.

KrYsTYn Keirn, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



make way for the Ecological Revolution

PRODUCE FOR US

افسح الطريق للثورة الطبيعية

 

What comes after oil? many negative thoughts might 

occur, but as positive as we humans are, i believe that 

we will continue to work hard to find solutions. as his 

highness sheikh mohamed bin rashid al maktoum said: 

“We do not wait for events to happen, we make them 

happen.” i see it as overcoming the industrial revolution 

and beginning a new world, together as a community, 

where humans will rely much more on produce than on the 

industry. so here it comes, make way for the ecological 

revolution and make way to a bright and clean future!

huda ibrahim hassan al Jallaf, ZaYed uniVersiTY, 

dubai
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haVe a looK behind You 

oil is a major part of the world today, an unreliable, 

unsanitary, overly used, exhaustible, and completely 

unnecessary necessity. many people and companies rely 

on oil world wide for energy consumption. The problem 

is, oil won’t be around forever. This poster represents our 

turning away from alternative energy, watching and doing 

nothing as our world is manufactured and drained of oil. 

The man in the poster is a corporate bigwig. he stands 

over his oil field, watching his income grow… caring 

about little else. The land in front of him is barren, while 

the land behind is flush with green growing ‘options’. so, 

‘have a look behind you.’

Jamie null, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



sam phillips, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



roboTs eaTing dinosaurs 

When you step back and look at this issue, it is obvious 

that your everyday comic book story is playing out in our 

lives. oil is produced over time from dead animals and 

plants. some of the oil we use today is what remains of 

the dinosaurs of old. our cars and machines burn fuels 

produced with this oil, which they need to run. The robots 

eat the dinosaurs, and pollution is created. a message 

that is truly grim.

Jeff randall, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



Organic Waste
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METHANE FROM BIOGAS IS AN EXCELLENT ALTERNATIVE ENERGY 
SOURCE. USING METHANE FOR ENERGY HELPS THE ENVIRONMENT 
BY REPLACING THE USE OF NON-RENEWABLE FOSSIL FUELS WITH 
RENEWABLE ENERGY. IT IS A GREENHOUSE GAS THAT HAS 21 TIMES 
THE HEATING EFFECT AS OF CARBON DIOXIDE. BIOGAS METHANE IS 
RENEWABLE UNLIKE NATURAL GAS WHICH IS MINED FROM UNDER-
GROUND WELLS AND IS A NON-RENEWABLE FOSSIL FUEL.

SEWAGE SLUDGE IS FIRST DRIED AND THEN PUMPED INTO A DIGESTER. 
THE GAS EMITTED FROM THE DIGESTER TYPICALLY CONTAINS ABOUT 
50 TO 60% METHANE. THE GASEOUS EMISSIONS ARE THEN COM-
PRESSED AND FED TO A GASOMETER. THIS ACTS A FUEL TANK TO THE 
ACTUAL ELECTRICAL ENERGY GENERATOR UNIT. ENOUGH ENERGY IS 
GENERATED TO POWER THE SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT ITSELF.

WHAT COMES OUT OR GOES IN
HAS THE POTENTIAL TO GO ON

“What comes out or goes in, has the potential to go on”. This 

sentence shows the idea behind my poster. my first poster 

is about converting our organic waste “poop” into energy 

and fuel. The poster shows the steps of this technique in 

a colorful and interesting informational diagram. i used 

some illustrations to make the poster alive.

ghada al safadi, american uniVersiTY in dubai



Jason poole, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



for WhaT ends, a neW chapTer is born 

my piece is about how oil resources are diminishing and 

new technologies are bringing about a new chapter for 

something better. not a nation, single organization, or 

person should make the change. We as a world, a unified 

body, need to come together to create a better, more 

efficient energy source to power our ever growing world. 

What comes after oil gives us the opportunity to evolve 

and develop something better. in my piece, there are 

symbolic elements; the tree itself stands for growth and 

knowledge. it points to the sky representing that the sky is 

the limit, and that we have the ability to make the change. 

The “earth” apples symbolize good health that we need 

to better the world, and reduce our impact. some optional 

ways to provide new energy is using new technologies like 

hydropower and wind energy. finally, at the base of the 

illustration is an oil barrel, out of which comes the tree 

itself. from what was old grows something new.

nicholas slaTer, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



The Ultimate Alternative  
Recyclable, Environmentally Friendly, and Safe

 

i believe that the world will not end with the depletion of 

oil, and that the human mind will develop or discover what 

can replace oil. so far, several alternatives for oil have 

been discovered. one of these alternatives is the lithium-

ion battery, so why not develop it further to a powerful 

battery that can charge our cars and airplanes? This would 

indeed contribute to a safer and friendlier environment.

marYam abdulla bin suloom, ZaYed uniVersiTY, 

dubai



sTain 

While many focus on the brighter future of life after oil, 

often overlooked is the lasting effect our overconsumption 

will have on the planet. climate change, depletion of natural 

resources, and drastic weather pattern changes are just 

some of the consequences that will last generations. The 

title speaks directly to the lasting stain on our world, which 

its inhabitants will be forced to endure. future generations 

will have to shoulder the burden caused by our negligence. 

While the future will be much better off after oil, we will be 

dealing with the stark repercussions for some time.

Josh TroY, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



drip, drip, drop 

This poster is rather simple, making a statement about how 

much oil is imported every day and the top ten countries 

doing so. each drop of oil has the silhouette of one of the 

top ten countries cut from it. The size of the drop varies 

according to where that country is on the list.  

dani Yerdon, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



goodbYe oil
Welcome...
 

The after effects of oil extinction will hit hard on 

transportation. how will people commute from point 

a to point b? Taking this into consideration, the poster 

illustrates various mode of transport of the future where 

oil does not exist. The poster is more on a humorous side, 

incorporating vibrant palette of yellow and blue. The 

splatter of yellow could be translated in many ways, it 

could be a continent, city, sun, and so on. The text and 

the bitmap image of the balloons attached to car is in 

black to reflect the color of oil.

baTul aZiZ, american uniVersiTY in dubai



bleed blacK 

This poster is bold and eye catching, the only graphic 

being the “oil spill world” and the striking red 

background. The reason behind this is that i did not 

want you, the audience, to be told exactly what to think.  

i wanted it to be more open to interpretation. it is about 

what you, the audience, will derive from this poster, 

your comprehension. it is about what you believe is the 

message, what your reaction is. if anything, it is more 

about what you take away from the poster rather than 

what my opinion is.

dani Yerdon, arT insTiTuTe of piTTsburgh



HOT SPOTS
www.hot-spots.net


